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On Ciassifying Simple Lie Algebras 
of Prime Characteristic by Nilpotent Elements 
JOHN B. JACOHS~ 
I. INTK~D~JCTION 
This paper presents results on the classification of simple Lie algebras of 
prime characteristic. While the simple Lie algebras over the complex numbers 
have been determined, as have their analogs over a field of prime characteristic 
(Seligman [14]), there are large classes of simple algebras which arc not 
included in the latter class. These algebras, said to be of nonclassical 
type, do not possess a nondegenerate trace form. Conscqucntly, the techniques 
employed by Seligman are not applicable. Important work in the classification 
of these algebras has been done by A. I. Kostrikin [lo, and earlier papers] 
and by Kostrikin and Shafarcvich [ 12, 131. 
In considering the known nonclassical simple Lie algebras, Kostrikin has 
noted that all contain an element of index of nilpotcnce two. If x is an element 
of a Lie algebra L and L(ad x)” == 0 but L(ad .)‘:+I + 0, then x is said to be 
nilpotent of index k. A significant property of algebras containing an element 
of index of nilpotence two (such algebras are called strongly degenerate) is 
that they have no nondegencrate trace form. As has developed, it is an 
equivalent condition which has provided a tool for classifying algebras of 
nonclassical type. By a filtration of a Lie algebra L is meant a sequence of 
subalgebras 
L =L-,r)L,‘3L,3 . ..ILL..r)L,+, = 0, 
where L,, is a given proper subalgebra and the remaining algebras are 
inductively defined by Li+l = {x EL, / [x, L] C&j. A filtration is said to 
long if Y ;: 2, which is true if and only if L is strongly degenerate. 
Although there are no finite-dimensional complex analogs of the algebras 
* ‘I’he results presented here are contained in the author’s doctoral dissertation 
submitted to the University of Illinois, Urbana, in 1969. 
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of nonclassical type, Kostrikin and Shafarexich have noted that the 
infinite Lie algebras of Cartan type over the complex numbers [3, 4, 61 
correspond in a natural fashion to the knon-n restricted simple Lie algebras of 
nonclassical type. The correspondence involves replacing the complex 
numbers by an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic and factoring 
out an appropriate ideal. Just as a more general idea of filtration !-iclds much 
information on the algebras of C’artan type, Kostrikin and Shafarcvich 
have used techniques based upon the filtration to prove limited versions 
[12, Theorem 1; 13, Paragraph II, Section I] of their con,jecturc. that the 
known simple restricted algebras, in fact, exhaust all such algebras. I-tilizing 
a similar technique, ~~~ilson [ 151 h as . g eneralized this to obtain a unified means 
of describing all the known nonclassical simple Lie algebras. 
Our first result is a contribution toward establishing the existence of a 
long filtration in the simple Lie algebras of nonclassical t!-lx. It is a 
generalization of Kostrikin’s principle result in [IO], which is formulated 
as follows: If L is a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p >, 5 which satisfies 
(i) L is restricted, i.e., adl, is closed under p-th powers (restricted 
Lie algebras are also called Lie p-algebras), 
(ii) L is not strongly degenerate. 
(iii) L has a Cartan subalgcbra H, 1, H m7 x:,; ,,I,, , for which 
L(ad u)” 1 =p 0 for some nonzero u in /I or in some root space L, ( 
then L is of classical type. 
If, as in (iii), an element a is either in L, for some 01 or in Ii, it is called 
H-uniform. In this paper, we show that deleting (i) does not alter the 
conclusion. Our first main result is the following: 
THEOREM Ak. Let I, be a simple algebvu ozw an algebraically closed jield F 
of chnvucteristic p ;> 5. Lef H he a Cnrtan s&algebra ?fL for which (ii) and (iii) 
are satisfied. Then L is of classical t>vpe.” 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to two results on algebras of low 
dimension relative top. Suppose L, is a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p > 5. Kostrikin has shown that L is of 
classical type if dim L C: p, and he has some partial results [S] for dim p. 
In Section 6 we use Theorem A and several results of Kostrikin to show that 
if L has dim p, then it is either the nonclassical p-dimensional Witt algebra 
or an algebra of classical type (Theorem B). The final theorem, which 
proves a conjecture of Kostrikin [ll], is the following: 
1 In Bull. Amer. Math. Sm. 76 (1970), 393, the author stated this result incorrectly. 
The correct version is given here. 
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THEOREM C. Suppose L is a semisimple Lie algebra over an algebraically 
closed peld F of prime characteristic p which admits a faithful representation r 
of degree n < p - 1. Then L is a direct sum 
L =L,@...@L,, 
where each Li is a simple algebra of classical type. 
Kostrikin has proved this under the additional hypotheses that L is a 
p-algebra and r is a p-representation. 
Zassenhaus has indicated that Theorem C might have applications in the 
theory of simple groups. 
In [ 131, Theorems A and C are reported to have been proved by 
Zerebeovym. 
2. PRELIMINARY MATERIAL 
Unless otherwise stated, all Lie algebras considered are assumed to be 
finite-dimensional over a field of prime characteristic. As in the introductory 
remarks, F will denote an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic 
p, generally with p > 5. The prime subfield of F will be denoted by P. 
By R, is meant the adjoint endomorphism of a, i.e., bR,, = [b, a]. We write 
[xyp . . . yfs] = &; . . . 1p;: . 
It follows from easy induction arguments that 
The above is frequently used to express [x[ yz”]] as the sum 
$ (-I)i (I) [xa~yzy. 
Henceforth, let L be a Lie algebra over F. If L is centerless, R, = 0 if and 
only if a = 0, and the following identities arc valid (see Section 2 of [7]). 
(1) Rn” = 0 =i R;-& = 0, 4 >< k < p - 1. 
(2) Rb3 = 0 = Rb2R,R, == R,,R,R,2, or &RL&& = 0. 
(3) R,” = 0 + R& = 0. 
481/19/I-3 
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(4) R,” -7 0 -- [R,R&),]” = Rb’)(RrZRbZ)“‘. 
\\‘e recall the following definitions introduced by Kostrikin [8, 101. 
DEFIKI~ToN. An element a in L is nilpotent with index of nilpotcncc k if 
I LR,, 1. 1 , ~- 0 but LR,,~- ~;.m 0.
DEFINITION. If L contains a nilpotent element with index of nilpotence 
two, L is strongly degenerate. 
DEFINTION. If H is a <:artan subalgebra of L and L := H + CJiO L, is 
the corresponding Cartan decomposition, then .L^ t L (a vector space MC L) 
is called H-uniform if either N EL,? for some LY, or IS E I1 (respectively, 
JFa _I ,, (L, n M) + (El n M) M). 
hFISITION. L(m) =: (c EL 1 R,.R,l<R, z 0 for x in L, 1 < R ;1; 2m -- 1;. 
This definition will be used in the proof of Theorem R, for which the 
following theorem, found in [Xl, is also needed: 
THEOREM (Kostrikin). Jf L is strongly degenerate, L(( p - 3)/2) f [Oj. 
Fix a Cartan subalgebra 12 of L satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem A. 
When there is no confusion concerning the Cartan subalgebra El in question, 
H-uniform elements (subspaces) will be called uniform. The proof of the 
theorem follows the general outline of the Kostrikin result in [IO] u-hich was 
mentioned in the Introduction. The argument in [IO] divides into four 
parts. The first and third parts do not specifically require that L be restricted. 
The deletion of this hypothesis in part two necessitates the use of different 
techniques to reach the same conclusion. Part four of the proof requires a 
slight modification to eliminate the possibility of L being an Albert- 
Zassenhaus algebra. 
In order to establish necessary tools, we will state the results of the first 
part of Kostrikin’s proof. The basic result of this part is formulated below. 
It will be assumed that all the hypotheses of Theorem A hold, although not 
all are necessary for this result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (Kostrikin). In L there exists a un;JDmz element b f 0 
such tJ7nt 
I) R,” m= 0; 
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2) if x is a nonxeyo un;form element with Rz3 = 0, then dimLR,C” 3 
dim LR,“; 
3) dim LR,” = p1 for some 1 > 0 (we write Y = p’); 
4) there is a nonzero uniform element a with R,,3 -7~ 0 which generates, 
together with b, a three-dimensional suba[yebra M ~- (a, b, h), h == [ah], 
[ah] = 2a, [bh] := -26; 
5) as a vector space, L allows a decomposition into a direct sum of uniform 
subspaces, 
where A1 is spanned by linearly independent uniform elements 
ai , a&, , do2, i ~: 13 , -,..., y, (al ~~ a). 
All ai lie in diSfeerent root spaces I,, , 
dim M, --= dim :1/1-r ; ~LR,~ -- .x, yR,, =m -y, aR,, = 0 for all .T in >lI, , 
y ill 11 I-, , .z in MO ; 
&R, m= ill 1 , 1Zd,R, = ;\I, , (ilir, + nrl,) R, x 0, (dTP1 + IV,,,) R, ~7 0. 
For the proof of this proposition, the reader is referred to [IO] as 
restrictedness is not necessary. 
However, it is instructional to consider the decomposition alluded to in 5). 
Using the b described in 1) and 2), we construct a vector space decomposition 
of L in the following manner. Let Mz be a vector space complement of 
ker Rbz in L, and define ,1/Z,, = MzR1, and BP, = Jl,R,2 = LR,‘. Let !l’r, 
be a vector space complement of Iij,, + ker R, in ker Rh2, and define 
n//_, = M,R, . Finally, let M,, be a vector space complement of 111-r + IK, 
in ker R,, . Obviously, these subspaces of L are not unique. However, since b 
is uniform, iv2 ,n2, and I& may be chosen so that they are uniform. 
Assuming this to be the case, all the subspaces will be uniform. Thus, L 
is decomposed into a direct sum of uniform subspaces 
(5) 
Associated with the subspaces in this decomposition are the subsets 
Q k2 , S:+, , Q, , a,, of the set 52 of the roots of L with respect to H. These 
subsets are defined by the relations Mj =: CCutBi (L,, n IIf<) for i =: 0, &I, 
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412, and nif, = TLo,, (-L n Ma). All the intersections under the summation 
signs are assumed to be nontrivial. 
In the notation of part 5) of the proposition, M = Ma + &‘a + IV-, , 
where a, E &I2 , a,R, E MO, and aiR,Z E M-, . Part 5) further indicates that 
the subscripts of the subsets Qj , i == 0, +I, $2, and a, arise from the 
action of the roots on h, which acts diagonally. In particular, for w E Qi we 
have w(h) = i. Consequently, these subsets are disjoint with the possible 
exception of Q, and oO. Since the ai’s are elements of different root spaces 
and they span Mz , we conclude that L, is one-dimensional and the ai’s 
(except a, = u) are arbitrary nonzero elements of Lzi . Finally, we state two 
lemmas which are needed later. 
LEMM.4 3.2 (Kostrikin). Let a,;, ,..., cykqI be any roots in .f&. Il’hen 
jP,, + ‘. f j&k,, E Q, if and only if j, + + jlll = 1 . 
LEMMA 3.3 (Kostrikin). LRF, pl = LR,,2. 
4. DETERMINATION OF hf2 f- M, + AZ-, 
We now examine the subspaces determined by the nilpotent element h. 
For this it will be necessary to consider decompositions resulting from 
other nilpotent elements. Let d be a uniform element in L satisfying Rd3 _- 0. 
Let Mi(d), i = 0, &I, *2, and M&d) denote a decomposition of L into 
uniform subspaces, as defined in (5), corresponding to the element d. 
Furthermore, let QJd), i 2: 0, &I, $-2, and o,,(d) denote the resulting sets 
of roots. Whenever the parentheses are deleted, the presence of b is implied. 
For example, Mm, -= M_,(b). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Under the conditions of Proposition 3.1, the subspace M 
of L coincides with M, or, equivalently, dimLRb2 = Y -= I. 
For the proof of this proposition, our attention will be essentially confined 
to M. Recall that a, = a is fixed by Proposition 3.1, while the remaining 
ai’s have been chosen as arbitrary nonzero elements of L,& ,L= 2, 3,..., Y. 
The roots fl of L whose corresponding root spaces L, intersect M nontrivially 
are 
Q2, = {al )...) iYJ, I& = {O, a2 - a! )..., a, - a}, 
and K2 = (-01, 01~ - 201,..., ai - 2a). 
The latter two equalities arise from the definitions iVlzRb = M,, and 
M,Rb2 = M- 2’ We begin the proof by examining the multiplication of 
elements in M. 
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LEMMA 4.2. The restriction of Rp,+, to M, is a bijective mapping onto 
&-,forj = I, 2 )...) Y. The same is true for Rtj with Mz and ilhz interchanged. 
Proof. The first statement will be proved. The proof for Rij follows by 
symmetry. From identity (3) we conclude R;Q] = 0. Thus, the root spaces 
M+,([ajb2]) and the sets of roots QA2([ajb2]) can be defined. It is sufficient to 
show that M2 = M2([ajb2]) and M-, = K2([ajb2]) because by construction 
Rf+, is a bijective mapping from M2([ajb2]) onto M-2([ajb2]). From the 
equality LRb2 = LRf,,+] of Lemma 3.3 it follows that SW2 = Q-,([ajb’]) 
and, in particular, that LRFajbZl n L, = (0) unless y E Sz-, . Thus, Rfajb2, 
must annihilate all uniform elements excepting possibly those in L, , where 
p E (-a - 2(cXj - 2cu), a2 - 201 - 2(oIj - 2a),..., cdr - 201 - 2((uj - 2or)) 
= (3a - 2cyj , a2 + 2a: - 2olj ,..., 01~ + 201 - 2aj} = Q2([ujb2]). 
Since the sum of the coefficients of each element in the above set equals one, 
by Lemma 3.2 we conclude that Q2([ajb2]) C Q, . Using the fact that 
dim L.,, = 1 for y in 52, u S-, , we obtain that 
1 Q2([a,b2])i = dim LRf,,bz, = dim LR,’ = r, 
so Q2([ajb2]) == Q2 . Finally, the aforementioned dimension argument 
and the equalities Q+, := Q;2,2([ajb2]) imply that M&a := M+2([ajb2]), proving 
the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. The operator Aj,, = RO,RFaLbl Rot is identically zero .for odd s. 
Proof. The proof procedes by induction on s. For s rz 1, 
ili,l z RqR[otb]Rni = 0 (by (2) since Rij = 0). 
Suppose the equality is true for s = 2k - 1, k > 1, then 
-4,zw = RatR,,dR,~R, - W,,) Rf:$?Gz 
= A,.,R,R~:$;R,S - RZoiRfaiblRbAi,2k-l = 0. 
LEMMA 4.4. The derivation Rra ,,] is the sum of two derivations, R,,ih and 
Di , where 7i # 0 is an element of k and MDi = 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., r. 
Proof. Initially, note that if x is an element of L, , then 
xW’+I ~L,+p(a~-a) = L, . 
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(That is, root spaces are invariant under RLa bl .) Set Di : Rfaihl - R 71,,,  
where Q in F is chosen so that 6Di _~ 0. Ob ” vrously, Di is a derivation since 
R&b] and Rv,h arc. 
GTiie prove by induction that [D[a,b]“] / 0 f or any s 1,; 1. First observe that 
[b[a,h]] 7 --[up] f 0. 
Next, using the fact that [hqb”] E ilZ,,R,," == 0, we obtain 
[b[a,6]2] == [b(a,b ~ 6U,)[Ui6]] := [6Ui6[Ui6]] 
= [6u,6uf6] = [hu,[ba,]h] -I- [bai262] 
z- [&;2@] ,,~ 0, 
since, by Lemma 4.2, Ric is an injective mapping from K, onto Al, . 
Suppose that [b[qb]l] f 0 for some 1 2. Then 
[b[u,b]"l] = [6a,z62[a,6]'~~'] [6a,"b'a,ba,b ... a,61 
= [bu,h '.. a,bu,'h"] (see (4) 
: [6[4~]~- '1 R;,R," -' 0. 
Thus, for s == p, 6R[&, / 0. In particular, qi + 0 since 6Dj mm= 0. 
To complete the proof, WC show that MD, = 0. It is sufficient to show 
that ujDi = 0 for J’ :~ I, 2 ,..., r, since 
6Di -0 and A?l ~~ (ai , u,R,, , ujR,," Ij ~- 1, 2,..., r>. 
Since Laj is one-dimensional and Di maps each root space into itself (R[L,hl 
and R,L have this property), it follows that ajDi ~ vj,iaj for some vi,i in F. 
Restricting our attention to [ajB2ui], we have 
[@a,] R,, [~,~6'hu,] + [u,02[uih]] 
~ -2[a,bsu,] -+ 2[uj6"ui] 7 0, 
and, furthermore, 
Therefore. 
[ujb2u,] Di (v,,? -1 ~,,,)[u,6%7~]. 
0 = [~jb”] A<,p = [~,6”] R,,jRfi,,,~R,,8 -mu [aib"ai](Di ~ ?jR,) R,rA 
= (lQi -t vi,i)[uJzJ%l,~]. 
Since [uj6”uiz] + 0, we must have v,,, -+ vi.; m-m 0. Setting i := j, WC obtain 
vr,? = 0, and thus v~,[ rm 0, or a,Dj ~~ 0. 
Included in the proof of Lemma 4.2 is the fact that 1%Z+2([ui62]) = AIJ,, 
for i = 2, 3,..., r. While it can be easily shown that !&([ujb2]) = a0 , the 
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dimensionality of the nonzero root spaces which intersect M, nontrivially 
is unknown. If it were one for each of the root spaces, then the equality 
@,([a,b2]) = JW,, would follow, and a short argument would yield the fact 
that M is a subalgebra of L with multiplication [M,, , M,] = 0. Although 
this is not necessarily the case, the following lemma provides sufficient 
information on [Ir/r, , Ma] t o a 11 ow us to complete the proof of the proposition. 
I,mnm 4.5. For arbitrary i, j = 1, 2 ,..., r, [a,b[qb] UJ = 0. 
Proof. Since Rl)&] acts as QR,~ on iV2, it follows immediately that 
[uji~] Rfaibl = 0. Hence, there is a minimal k < p for which [u,b] RFaLbl = 0. 
The identity R R b caiblRb = 0 (see (2)) allows us to write 
[a,b] Rfc,L,, = [ujb[u,b] u,b 1.. [a$] u,b] = 0, 
if k is even and 
[ujb] Rf<,Lb, = [ujb[u,b] u,b ..a [u,b]] = 0 
for /z odd. We claim that in the first case the last b may be deleted. If 
x == [ajb] RF;i,Rc, f 0, then x E Ma (add the coefficients of the ai’s and i L 
appeal to Lemma 3.2). Thus R, will not annihilate x. Hence, in both 
instances it follows that [ujb] Ri,t,,RQt =# 0, but [qb] R~~~~~~R,~R,RI,~,IR,~ = 0, 
where I -x 2[(Iz - 1)/2]. Appealing once again to Lemma 3.2, we conclude 
that [ujb] R[;\,R,,i is a nonzero element of Las , where 01, = aj + Z(ai - CY). 
Since u,R” ra,s; ~~ 2yiaj =/ 0, we have 0 #: [uj[u,b]‘] EL”~. This implies, by 
the one-dimensionality of LEs , that [uj[u,b]’ b[a,b] a,] = 0. 
To complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that I may be increased to 
I $- 1, for doing so p - I times yields 
0 -= [uj[qb]” b[a,b] ui] = 2rli[ujb[uib] ai], 77; # 0. 
This augmenting is accomplished by straightforward computation, using 
the identities R,RI,~,JR, 1 0 -- R, RI, blRl, (Iii == 0 by point 5) of 
Proposition 3.1) and the fact that Rlcill,~ is a derivation. 
0 = [a,[dl’ N4 ail Rrn,t,l 
= [uj[uib]‘rl b[uib] ai] 7- [aj[u,b]’ [b[uib]][u,b] a;] 
-; [ui[u,b]’ b[u,b][u,[u,b]] = [uj[uib]z+l b[u,b] ui] 
~ [u,[d]’ [UP] [u&l ui] + [uj[u$]’ b[u$] [bu,*]] 
2: [uj[uib]‘fl b[u,b] a,] j- 2[aj[u,b]’ bqb[u,b] a;] 
- 2[uj[uib]’ b[u,b] uibui] 
= [u&z,b]‘-+l b[u,b] ai] - 2[uj[u,b]’ [u,b] b[u,b] ai] 
= -[uj[uib]‘tl b[u,b] a<]. 
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Let us assume that dimLRb2 > 1 and choose ua such that Rfbzb, ~= 
R, + Da . Returning to the Kostrikin proof, we will repeat the argument 
that this assumption leads to the contradiction that R”,, = 0, where 
a, = Cyii 2-i[a,[a,b]i]. (Lemma 2.4, [IO].) Since a, E Mz , it is sufficient 
to show that MpzRi = 0. Expanding R”,, , we obtain a sum of terms of the 
form [R,,R# A,,ilfR,VR,]“a. By Lemma 4.3, A,,, = 0. For [u,b2] in IQ-_, , 
[u,W] R[,‘,] == ~[a&~], where CQ = (Ye + i(aa - a) (Lemma 3.2), whence 
the relati&s RbR~apblR1, = 0 and iilORr,plR,,, = 0 imply 
[&I %,&2R~n2~~ = +d21 R&ta2~~ 
: : 1~{[u~bu,b[u,b]2] - [u,b[u,b]“]} = 0. 
Finally, we note that when applied to K2 , RQ~~R~~ = RQpR,Rf* =: 
R:2&Ra2 = -R:,%,~I . Combining these results, we obtain 
P-l 
= [u,b"] c 2-{-‘( -l)i R[a,blR:,R[a,bl 
i,i=O 
Observing that for x in iMa we have x(~-“+‘~R~$~) = 2-~J+h~R,rR~&J := 
2ExR[iaabl and that for any integer k, 0 -< k < p, there are p pairs ;, j for 
which i + j _= k(modp), we conclude that Ri, = 0. This concludes the 
proof of Proposition 4.1. 
5. COMPLETION OF PROOF 
The remainder of the proof for Theorem A is contained in [IO]. While 
the results there assume that L is restricted, careful examination of the proofs 
reveal that this is not necessary. We will outline the argument, indicating the 
source of the proofs. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 [ 10, Proposition 2.2.1. Let L be a Lie algebra satisfying 
the hypothesis of Theorem A and let b be a nilpotent uniform element for which 
dim LRb2 = I. Then b gives rise to a decomposition of L into un;form subspaces 
us in (5) which satisfies the properties stated in Proposition 3.1. Furthermore, 
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the subspace JZO is spanned by elements of the form b(RfiRfj + RfiRf ) where 
fi , fj are uniform elements of Ml . 
In particular, this implies that every uniform element b in L satisfying 
dimLRb2 = 1 is contained in a three-dimensional Lie subalgebra 
M z (a, 6, h) of L with a EL, , h E H, al(h) 4: 0. Moreover, dimL_, = 
dim L, = 1. If this were true for every uniform element b not in H, then the 
following theorem of Block [1] would complete the proof of Theorem A. 
THEOREM (Block). Let L be a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra over F 
of characteristic p > 5. Suppose H is a Cartan subalgebra of L such that for 
every nonzero root 01, L, is one-dimensional and a([L-, , L,]) # 0. Then L is 
either of classical type or qf rank one, in which case L is an Albert-Zassenhaus 
algebra. 
The case where L is Albert-Zassenhaus is eliminated since Block’s proof 
shows that H must be one-dimensional. LVe immediately conclude that 
IW,, = 0 since H is its own normalizer and that the roots of H are 0, 1, - I, 
2, -2. The one-dimensionality of the root spaces implies dimL = 5, 
contradicting the inequality p > 5. 
In showing that the hypotheses of the above theorem are satisfied, we will 
first consider the two subspaces Mr and K, . The basic results are sum- 
marized in the following proposition, which is essentially Proposition 3.1 
in [IO]. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For any root w in Qr v Q-r , dim L, = 1. Furthermore, 
Q, -A (cyl ,...) cl, ; a - y1 ,..., 01 -- yS} and the basic elements fw for Ml can be 
chosen so that [fe-v, , f,,] =-y a, 1 < i < s; [fw, ,AJ = 0 if w1 + ~a # CY; 
ri@L,&J) i 0. 
In particular, we note that the hypotheses of Block’s theorem are satisfied 
for the root spaces in Mr and Air_, , implying that it remains only to consider 
the uniform elements of MO which do not belong to H. From each such root 
space L, , where 6 E Q, and 6 # 0, we pick a nonzero element s = [bfi fj]. 
Proposition 5.2 guarantees that elements in L, are of this form where fk E L,i;, 
k = i,j; [fifj] == 0, --a: + yi + yj = 6. For this element X, we attempt to 
find some element x satisfying dimLRZ2 := 1 and x E M,(Z) or x E M-,(Z). 
The preceding proposition would then guarantee the existence of a uniform 
element y in M,(Z) (or M-,(Z)) for which (x, [my], [zyx]) is the three- 
dimensional simple algebra. The proof of the existence of such a z is given 
in [lo] following the statement of Proposition 4.1. This concludes the proof 
of Theorem A. 
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6. SIWLE LIE ALGEBRAS OF PRIME DIMENSION 
This section and the next contain applications of Theorem A. The following 
result completes the partial examination by Kostrikin [S] of the simple 
p-dimensional Lie algebras. There Kostrikin has shown that the only simple, 
strongly degenerate Lie p-algebra is the Witt algebra. 
‘rHEORER2 B. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p :‘- 5. 
Let L be a simple Lie algebra qf dimension p. Then L is either the p-dimensional 
Witt algebra or it is of classical type. 
Proof. Suppose first that L is not strongly degenerate. If L also satisfies 
condition (iii) of Theorem A, then all the hypotheses of this theorem are 
satisfied and L is of classical type. Hence, we suppose that condition 
(iii) is not satisfied. Pick a Cartan subalgebra H of L. The simplicity of L 
guarantees the existence of a nonzero root cy. From the corresponding root 
space L,l choose a j 0. By assumption, there exists a root /3 and a b in L, 
such that ilR:-’ ;/‘m 0. This implies that L,j , & ,I ,..., &-(,,-nn are distinct 
root spaces. Consequently, 1, has rank one and all the nonzero root spaces 
are also one-dimensional. Since IIR,,2 C L,R,, ~~ (O), we must have 3 -= 2a, 
and hence [L,L,] - lbR:-“R,,) <‘f)R/‘-“’ u / 0. From the arbitrariness 
of o( it follows that [L,Z+,] f 0 f or all nonzer-o roots y. By appealing to the 
result of Block [l] stated in Section 5, we conclude that under these circum- 
stances L is an Albert--%asscnhaus algebra, each of which is strongly 
degenerate. This contradiction shows that L is of classical type if it is not 
strongly degenerate. 
Consider now the case when L is strongly degenerate. Recall the theorem 
stated in Section 2 guaranteeing the existence of a c in I, such that 
c E L(( p - 3)/2). That is, R,Ri:lR, 0 or [C.&I ::~ 0 for all i ~= 1, 2 ,..., p ~ 3, 
and all s E 1,. T\‘e claim that [cx”+~c] 01c for all s F I, and some a: =: a(,~) t F. 
Assume [ca”+] and c are linearly independent for some n in L. It 
immediately follows that the set (c, [Cal,..., [ca” ~‘1, [Cal’ “cl) forms a basis 
for L. If not, then they are linearly dependent. In particular, WC have 
6°C L S,[ca] -1 .” + SI,+,[call+“c] m= 0, where 8; EF and not all S, 0. 
Let j be the maximum subscript for which 8; ;i- 0, i < p -- 1. By applying 
Rzp”-‘RL, to the left side of the equation and noting that [ca~‘-2cap~p ‘c] 
[Cal’-*] R,Ri-‘-‘R, - 0 if p - 2 -j _ p - 4, we have Sj[caum”c] = 0 if 
j : 2. This, of course, contradicts the linear independence of c and [ca” “cl. 
The same is also true if i = 1, since we have 
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and 
The second equation follows from the fact that for xi ,..., X$ in L [S, p. 1981, 
for some zi t L ifs < p. Since {c, [~a],..., [~a”-~], [ca”-“cl} forms a basis of L, 
we may write a = mc + e,[cu] + ... + ~+~[cu~‘+~] + o~~-~[cu+~c], or 
-[CU] ~ cY1,-2[cu~-2 c]. As this contradicts the linear independence of [CU] 
and [ca I’ “cl, we conclude that [cs”+~ c] = OIC for all x in L and some a: in F. 
It is easily seen that any element of the set L(m) for m > ( p - 3)/2 would 
bc a central element in L. Therefore, the set L(( p - 1)/2) is empty, and there 
must exist an element a in L such that [cu”+] j- 0. For if [cx~‘-~c] = 0 for 
all x in L, then, since [c~i’+lc] = -[C[CXJ’ml]] = -[[TX”-rc] - [CX?%x1, we 
would have [cx)‘%] =: 0 + [cx”-‘cl = 0 e c E L(( p - 1)/2). Pick such an 
a, normalized so that [cu”m “c] : -2~. Then 2[ca~‘-‘c] = -[cur’~‘cu] -= 
~[cu], or [ca~‘+rc] = [cu]. Obviously, the elements c, [MI,..., [~a”+~] are 
linearly independent. If [cu”+l] = a,,c -+ oli[cu] + ... -f o~,,+~[cu~‘+a], then 
by applying R, , we obtain the contradiction [CU] = -2~5,~. Hence 
z, : ‘,C, [CU] ,. , [ca “+l >. The arguments to this point in the case where L is ] 
strongly degenerate are due to Kostrikin [8, p. 1991. 
Suppose H is a Cartan subalgebra of L. Consider the elements in L of the 
form ,f, ~~ [c[cuz] i1--2c]. In order forf, to be different from zero, we must have, 
when the [c&l’s are expanded, a term of the form [c&&c ... cuz~-lc], where 
1, :-‘- p ~ 2 for all j = 1, 2 ,..., p - 1. Thus, there must be a minimum of 
( p - I)( p - 2) u’s present, implying i 7: p - I, 9ow there is at least one 
H-uniform element which, when expressed in terms of the [cui]‘s and c, 
has a nonzero coefficient for [cul’+r]. Otherwise, c, [~a],..., [cul’+a] span L. If 
n =: 7°C -1 7jl[CU] + “’ + 7/n11-l[cu”-y IS such an ZZ-uniform element, then 
Thus, we may assume that a is H-uniform, say a EL, . 
If c E II, then it follows that [cu] EL, , [cu”] ELLS ,..., [CUT’-.l] EL(~-~)~ . 
However, [cu~-~c] = -2c, which implies that ( p - 2)01 = 0, or CL = 0. 
We conclude [c&l E Li, = H for all i _ 0, I,..., p - 1, so L = 11 is 
nilpotent, contradicting the simplicity of L. 
Therefore, we may assume that c = c,, + ci + ... + c, , where cj EL, 1 
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for j = 1, 2,..., n, c,, E H and cj + 0 for some j f 0. We write [cu”pl] = 
[ c,&--l] + ... + [c,u~‘-l]. Since [cul’-r] f 0, there is some j such that 
[c+zl’-l] # 0, which implies that yj, yj + CY,..., yj + (p - 1)~ are roots. 
We first investigate the case when iy # 0. The abovep roots are then distinct, 
and the root spaces are one-dimensional. In order that [CC+-l] be nonzero, 
it is necessary that ca EL,, == L,, be nonzero. This being so, [cu~+~] L wu 
and hence [cu”] -= 0. From 
1 cu"-2[cuIJ-l]] = [CaP-ZCuB-l ] - cp y 1) [c&lcuP-21 
we conclude that w = - 1, or [~a”-l] = --a. 
We now show that L is restricted; the result then follows from [8]. It is 
sufficient to show that (ad[cui])P is inner for i = 0, I,..., p - 1. Expanding 
[cuj[cui]~], we obtain terms of the form d = [C&C& ... c&+l], where 
0 < k, < p - 1 ([~a”] = 0). Since c E L(( p - 3)/2), d is zero if Cl, k,s < 
p( p - 2) or, equivalently, 
cz (- 1)’ 
i < p - 2. For i = p - 2, [cuj[ca~-2]] = 
(“,“N CU~+~CU~‘~-~-~] = {--2(;1&~) + (g:&)}[cd] = +d], 01 E P. 
Hence, [cu~[cu’~-~]“] == &‘[&I = CY[CU~]. In the remaining case, i := p - 1, 
xf=:’ h, 3 p( p - 1) = ( p + I)( p - 2) -I- 2, implying that at least two 
ks’s are greater than p - 2 and therefore d == 0 (since [CUP] =: 0). LVe 
therefore conclude that (ad[c&j)~) 7-m: 0 unless i -: p --- 2, in which case 
(ad[curl+z])n = ad[cul’+2]. 
It remains to examine the case 01 = 0, that is, for a in N. Assuming this is 
so, set a = ,f&c + PJcu] $ ... + /3D-1[ca~-1]. Then 
-2c = [cd-%] = [@,,c -j ... IT. p,&&l])lJ-ec] 
= p;[c[cu*--1]~--2c], 
or /3,-r # 0. If there is some other uniform element f$ N such that 
f = y,,c + ... + yD-Jcap-l], where ya-r # 0, then, by the preceding 
argument, L is the Witt algebra. If not, every uniform element f contained 
in C,,I.oL, may be expressed in the form 
f = 6°C + S,[cu] + ..’ + S,-,[cu”-“I. 
Thus, if [cup-‘] = d0 + dl , where do E H and dl E xYiO L, , then do # 0. 
From this and the fact that [~a”-‘] = [(co + cr + ... + c,) up--l] I= 
[~~u~-ll + [(Cl + ... + 4 a p--l], it follows that [COUPON] = do f 0. Since 
c0 and a are elements of H, we know that [coat] = 0 for some positive integer 
t, [c&l] # 0. The elements c,, , [c,+] ,..., [ c,&l] are linearly independent 
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since otherwise 6,c, + 6,[c,a] + ... + S,-,[c,,&l] = 0 where not all the 
6,‘s are zero. If i is minimal with the property that 6, # 0, then applying 
Ri--‘-l to the left side of the equation yields the contradiction S,[C,&~] = 0. 
Hence, c,, , [~a],..., [c,,uP-l] are linearly independent over F and [~,,a”] = 0 
since dim L .= p. This implies L :-= H, again contradicting the simplicity 
of L. Consequently, if L is strongly degenerate, it must be the Witt algebra, 
Wr . This concludes the proof of Theorem B. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM C 
The major portion of the proof of Theorem C involves proving the 
theorem under the added hypothesis that L is simple and that the charac- 
teristic of F is p > 5. Before beginning this we state the following result 
on Lie algebras of linear transformations, the proof of which appears in [I 11. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let L be a Lie algebra of linear transformations on an n- 
dimensional vector space over a field F of characteristic p > 0. Then for any 
integer r > 0 and any lYI ,..., U, in L, the associative product VI ... U, can 
be written as a sum of powers of elements in L with exponents less than n plus 
a scalar multiple of the identity operator. 
Until stated otherwise, we assume L to be a simple Lie algebra over an 
algebraically closed field F of characteristic p > 5, which admits a faithful 
representation r of degree n < p - 1. Let V be the vector space upon which 
P(L) = L” acts, and let r(x) = X for x in L. 
LEMM.4 7.2. If IV is a nilpotent subalgebra of L and ad, iI’ is elementwise 
nilpotent, then the associative algebra generated by P(N) is nilpotent. 
Proof. There exists at least one invariant irreducible subspace upon 
which r acts faithfully since the set of elements of P(L) which annihilates 
a given invariant subspace forms an ideal and P(L) is simple. Hence, by 
replacing 1’ by an invariant subspace if necessary, we may assume r is 
irreducible. 
Since r(N) = N* is nilpotent and the degree of r < p, we may apply 
Lie’s theorem to N* and obtain that the elements of N* can be simultaneously 
put into upper (or lower) triangular form. For r(s) = S ~1,” and X E iV* 
we have that [SX*] = 0 for some positive integer t since ad, x is nilpotent. 
Thus, the characteristic subspaces of X are invariant under S for any S in 
P(L) [5, p. 401. From the irreducibility of r we conclude that there exists 
only one characteristic subspace for X and hence for any element of AT*. 
The characteristic root for X must be zero as X E [L*, L*] = L* (L* is 
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simple) implies Tr .X = 0. Thus, X is upper triangular with zeroes down 
the main diagonal for all X in N”. In particular, if Xi E N*, i .= 1, 2,..., n, 
then X&a ... X, = 0. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 7.3. L is not strongly degenerate. 
Proof. Suppose L is strongly degenerate. By the theorem stated in 
Section 2 and by Proposition 2 of [9] there exists a nonzero c satisfying 
and 
&Rx1 ... R+R, :m 0, 0 k . p -- 4, 
Rc& . . . R,.,g.)Vhl ... Ri,,,m3R, =: 0, 
with xi, yL in L. From the above and the formula 
if k, 2 p - 3 ,..., k,. ‘,: p ~ 3 and Y ;:. 2( p ~ 2). 
In view of the simplicity of L, the ideal II, generated by all products of the 
form [cfi . ..f.,] equals L, and a :=: [cfi ‘..fj,c] # 0, for some j”, ,...,f,, in L 
and i, > p - 2. Analogously, there are elements gi ,..., g,, of L for which 
b == [fzgl ... g,,c] =# 0 since I,, = L. By repeating this process any pre- 
assigned number m times, wc obtain 
d = [cfi . ..fi.cgl . ..gi.r ... c/z, ... hj2,;] :,L 0. 
Since I’(ft) := [r(c) I‘(f,) ... T(h,_) I'(r)] 7' 0 is a linear combination of 
associative products of linear transformations, we must have 
cc:, ... c;lc ... 0; .” r7,~~,~,cIvl ... w,,,tc,’ : 0 
for some associative product where the c’,..., V, W arc images under r of 
elements in the set { fi ,..., fir ,..., I?, ,..., him}. Appealing to Lemma 7.1, 
we write IV1 ... Wj, as a sum of powers Zi, Z EL, i < n. Replace IV1 ... IVj,, 
in the above expression by an appropriate power Z$ where i,,, < II is minimal 
so that the resulting expression CLrl ... CZ$C is nonzero. From the 
minimality of i,,, arises the equality 
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In exactly the same manner we obtain Zm-r so that CVr ... Vjfll-, is replaced 
by [CZ$:$]. ilfter m such applications of Lemma 7. I, we have 
where ii :< n - 1 < p - 3, Zj E r(L), j = I,..., m, and rrz is arbitrary. 
Obviously, not all the terms [CZ:;] need be linearly independent since m 
is arbitrary. Let us now examine the subalgebra La* C r(L) generated by C, 
[CZ:[] ,..., [CZfr]. All of its elements X can be written in the form X := T(X), 
N belonging to the subalgebral, ofL generated by c, [c~fl],..., [czk]. From (6) 
and Engel’s theorem it follows that L, is nilpotent, since, for x in L,, , 
From Lemma 7.2, it immediately follows that L,,” is associative nilpotent, 
contradicting (7) if nl 2: n. 
LEiW7l.l 7.4. L is of classical type. 
I3oof. Bv Theorem A and the previous lemma, it is sufficient to show 
that for some (lartan subalgebra N of L there is an H-uniform element s 
satisfying the relation R:-l -= 0. 
Assuming this to be false, we fix a Cartan subalgebra ZJ and show that 
8,’ ,’ 0 for all H-uniform elements a where k >:: I. If R," = 0 for some 
lz( ‘_-p), then Lemma 7.2 can be applied to the one-dimensional subalgebra 
h-- ~~~ (T(a),,>, yielding that A : r(a) is associative nilpotent, or .glJmS == 0. 
By assumption, there are H-uniform elements f, R in L such that [ fa” -11 ,:I 0 
and [x[.fa”- r]” ‘1 $~ 0 (obviously, [ju+‘] is E1-uniform). Furthermore, 
since r is a faithful representation, 
[r( g)[r(.f) r(a)y--1] + 0. 
Expanding the left side to a linear combination of associative products, we 
must obtain a term of the form 
when2 i, < p ~ 2 since AI’ p = 0. However, 
c 
I’- 1 
CyTri ij = ( p - 1)2 and 
, i Z, : (p -‘- l)( p - 3) < (p - I)“, proving that R,,l( f 0 for any 
positive integer 12. 
Fix 0 / u E H. The existence of a root y such that y(u) # 0 follows from 
the fact that Rut # 0 for any positive integer k and from the relation 
.zRf:" CZ(U)~~'Z for x in L,, 01 arbitrary, and some nonnegative integer 
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s = s(z). Multiplying u by an appropriate constant, if necessary, we may 
assume y(u) = 1. Thus, for any nonzero y in L, there is a nonnegative 
integer 7 such that if r(y) = Y, then Y := Y(ad U)n’ = Y ad(Cl”). Taking 
Y and Z:p’ as linear transformations on I’, we obtain a two-dimensional 
solvable Lie algebra to which Lie’s theorem can be applied. In particular, 
it is obvious that if both Y and Up’ are in triangular form and [Y, CD’] m= Y, 
then I- is associative nilpotent. This contradicts the nonnilpotence of y, 
and the lemma is proved. 
bL’\:e now drop the assumptions that L is simple and p :; 5 and assume that 
Z, is any Lie algebra satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem C. It is clear that 
p > 3 and dim L 5; ( p - 2)2 - I. In fact, for p = 5 the result can be 
directly verified, and this case is eliminated from consideration. 
To complete Theorem C for p > 5, we apply a recent result of Block on 
semisimple Lie algebras. Let S, ,..., S,. be simple algebras over F. Let 
B,,(F) be the algebra of truncated polynomials in nj indeterminants over F 
wi;h x,” == 0 for each indeterminant X, , j =m I, 2 ,..., ni . By der Si and 
der B,,(F) we denote the derivation algebras of Si and BJIL(F), respectively. 
Theorem 9.3 of [2] states that if K is a semisimple Lie algebra over F, then it 
is a subalgebra of an algebra of the form 
Moreover, we have that K contains @CL=, ad Si 9 B,((F) which is 
identified with @ XL-, Si @ B,<(F) since Si is centerless. By convention, 
B,(F) = F. 
Applying this result to L, it immediately follows that n, == 0 or 1 for 
i = I, 2 ,..., s, since dim L < pa. Suppose that ni = 1 for some i. Then 
By the simplicity of Si , we may pick p - 1 elements si , sa ,..., sI1-i from Si 
so that [si ... s,~,] # 0. The L ie algebra N generated by {sl @ x ,..., s,,+i @ X) 
is nilpotent since ~1~ = 0, and Lie’s theorem is applicable to Z’(N) = N*. 
If I’ is first decomposed into weight spaces relative to N*, and then Lie’s 
theorem is applied for each weight space individually, then the matrix 
corresponding to r(si @ X) will have blocks down the main diagonal, each 
block being upper triangular of the form scalar . Z + nilpotent. Since n < p, 
it follows that 0 = [(si @ X) ... (sD-i @ x)] := [sr ... s,_,] @ xfl--l, contra- 
dicting the choice of the si’s. Hence, rzi = 0 for all i = 1, 2,..., 7, and since 
Z’ acts faithfully on each Si , by Lemma 7.4 they must all be of classical 
type. From the inequality n < p and known properties of the simple classical 
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algebras [I I], it follows that each Si possesses a nondegenerate trace form. 
This and a result of Zassenhaus [5, p. 741 imply that der Si = ad Si . This 
completes the proof of Theorem C. 
Actually, the proof is valid for a more general class of Lie algebras. Let D 
be a set of derivations of L. An idea1 1 of L is said to be a D-ideal if it is 
invariant under D. If L contains no solvable D-ideals, then it is D-semisimple. 
Note that if D = adL, then D-semisimple is equivalent to semisimple. 
The theorem of Block is proved for D-semisimple algebras. Consequently, 
the class of algebras considered in Theorem C can be enlarged to include 
these with no change in the conclusion. 
We conclude with the statement of the following result, a direct 
consequence of Theorem C. 
COROLLARY. Let L be a semisimple Lie algebra, realized as a subset of the 
II x n matrices over F, n < p - 1. Then L is the direct sum of simple algebras 
of classical type. 
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